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Abstract—Most of existing graph processing systems essentially follow pull-based computation model to handle compute-intensive

parts of graph iteration for high parallelism. Considering all vertices and edges are processed in each iteration, pull model may suffers

from a large number of invalid (vertex/edge) operations that do not contribute to graph convergence, leading to potential performance

degradation. In this paper, we have the insight that these invalid operations can be filtered by leveraging a small fraction of critical

information. However, most of critical information are often beyond the visibility of active vertices being processed. We present two

novel filtration approaches to (cooperatively) identify out-of-visibility critical information with boundary-cut heuristics and speculative

prediction for many graph algorithms.We have integrated both approaches and their hybrid solution into three state-of-art graph

processing systems (including Ligra, Gemini, and Polymer). Experimental results using a wide variety of graph algorithms on both real-

world and synthetic graph datasets show that neither of these approaches can have an absolute win for all graph algorithms. Boundary-

cut, predictive, and hybrid approaches can improve the performance by 115.1, 38.1, and 136.6 percent on average.

Index Terms—Graph processing, pull computation model, invalid update, performance

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

GRAPH has been widely used to represent the connections
between different entities for many real-world applica-

tions, e.g., distributed optimization [1], web search [2], and
social network analysis [3]. As graph scale is increasingly
expanding with billions or even trillion edges, there becomes
a high demand for graph processing in seeking top perfor-
mance. Existing graph processing systems basically follow
pull-based [4], [5], [6], [7] computation model (propagating
the data via the in-coming edges) to parallelize the dense
phase of graph processing where a very large number of
active vertices need to be processed.

Not knowing which vertices would be activated, pull
model in each iteration always has to schedule all vertices
of input graph with their in-coming edges. Unfortunately,
most of these scheduled vertices do not necessarily con-
tribute to a valid update in the sense that the value of ver-
tex can be modified with a new value. It is observed that
these invalid operations for many graph algorithms con-
sume a large number of compute and memory-bandwidth
resources, leading to significant performance degrada-
tion [8], [9] (as will be also discussed in Section 2.2). In
actual, invalid updates make no contribution to graph

convergence, and they also do not impact the final
result [9], [10]. It is therefore a natural consequence of
skipping the invalid operations for enhancing the perfor-
mance of graph processing.

Notify-pull model enforces that only vertices associ-
ated to activated vertices can be scheduled [11], but it still
suffers from invalid updates since all converged vertices
associated to the activated vertices will also be notified
and scheduled. Break-early mechanism [8], [12] skips the
processing of the remaining edges if a vertex finds a vis-
ited neighbor, but this optimization is only suitable for
BFS, which has unique feature that all of its vertices are
just traversed only once. ~-stepping SSSP [13] prioritizes
to schedule the vertices with lower tentative distance to
reduce the number of relaxation operations. Disjoint-set
based CC [14] adopts disjoint-set to merge vertices in the
same component into one set while scanning each edge
only once. Unlike these algorithm-by-algorithm special-
ized designs that are often hard to understand and gener-
alize [15], this work is devoted to a common, easy yet
fast solution that can be applied for different algorithms
with invalid operations filtered as well.

In this paper, we follow the convergence-guided ide-
ology [8], [12] to filter the invalid operations. It has the
basic principle that, if a given vertex has been already
converged, all of its (remaining) associated edges can
hence have no necessity of processing. It is notoriously
difficult, if not impossible, to accurately judge the con-
vergence of a vertex before it is finished due to several
tremendous challenges.

First, vertex convergence is highly associated to the opera-
tion semantics of graph algorithm. For instance, vertex in CC
can be converged by getting a minimal label while SSSP does
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so by finding a shortest path [16], [17]. Finding a shortest
path for SSSP is often more complex than identifying a mini-
mum label for CC [13]. In addition, even for the same graph
algorithm, vertex convergence is notoriously difficult to iden-
tify due to the non-determinism of edge scheduling [18], [19].
This dynamic property results in non-trivial efforts to ana-
lyze the runtime status of vertex for convergence judgment.
Second, vertex convergence is closely related to the inherent
topology of graphs as well. A most intuitive situation for
understanding this point is that, for a given graph, if we
have gotten rid of a (few) particular edge(s) across vertices,
the convergence of each vertex may have a significant differ-
ence before and after graph modification [20], [21]. This also
makes it difficult to make an accurate judgment for vertex
convergence with limited information of graph topology.

We have the insight that the vertex convergence for many
graph algorithms (e.g., CC and SSSP) can be judged by
leveraging a small fraction of critical information from a few
(instead of all) vertices. For instance, inDijkstra’s single short-
est path theory [17], a vertex can be considered converged if
the shortest path among all unconverged vertices is found,
even though not all vertices are converged. Unfortunately,
most of critical information are often beyond the visibility of
active vertices being processed. This is particularly true for
existing graph systems using vertex-centric programming
model [16], [22], [23] where each vertex can only capture the
information from its neighbors.

One interesting and important observation, we have
exploited in this work, is that these critical information dur-
ing graph iteration for a wide variety of real-world graph
algorithms often behaves two significant features.

First, vertex value for many graph algorithms (such as CC
and SSSP) is monotonically-changing. For instance, all verti-
ces in CC attempt to find a smaller label. This enables to find
a strict boundary line, which can clearly separate vertices
into the absolutely converged collection and uncertain collec-
tion. Once a vertex value that falls into the boundary can be
then judged as converged immediately. Second, a vertex that
has not been activated in the past few iterations for many
graph algorithms have a high possibility of convergence. For
instance, vertices for PageRank-Delta on twitter-2010 have
more than 99.2 percent possibility to be converged if it has
not been activated in the last two iterations (as witnessed in
Section 4.1). This allows to predict the convergence of verti-
ces with a speculative decision.

This paper makes the following contributions:

� We make an in-depth comprehensive study to
understand the performance issues arising from
invalid operations for pull-based computation model
(Section 2).

� We present a suite of novel filtration approaches,
which can break through the local visibility limitation
to capture critical information for the accurate and
efficient vertex convergence judgment (Sections 3, 4,
and 5).

� We integrate our filtration approaches into three state-
of-the-art graph processing frameworks (including
Ligra [9], Gemini [23], and Polymer [10]). Experimen-
tal results show boundary-cut, predictive, and hybrid
judgment can improve the performance of graph

processing by 115.1, 38.1, and 136.6 percent on aver-
age, respectively. (Section 6).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes background and motivation. Sections 3 and 4
present our invalid update filtration approaches. Section 5
puts these two approaches together. Section 6 shows the
results. We survey related work in Sections 7 and 8 con-
cludes this work.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We first review basic terminologies for parallel graph proc-
essing, followed by a motivation study for understanding
the invalid update problem and their potential impact,
finally motivating our approach.

2.1 Parallel Graph Processing

Graph (i.e., G) often consists of vertex (i.e., V ) and edge (i.e.,
E), denoted as G ¼ ðV;EÞ. Vertex represents the entity
while associated edges between entities indicate their rela-
tionship. For a directed graph, its edge often points from a
source vertex to a destination vertex.

Vertex-Centric Programming. This model processes the
graphs via “Think like a vertex” philosophy [2]. For each
vertex, it has three basic steps with data gather, vertex
update, and updated value scatter. Thus, programmers
only need to focus on programming these three meta-opera-
tions on vertex. Vertex-centric programming model is easy
to use, parallelize, and scale [16], [22], [24], [25].

Push Versus Pull. For a given vertex, there are twoways for
message propagation. Push model schedules on the source
vertex, and delivers its updated value to the (neighboring)
destination vertices. It maintains a set of active vertices, also
known as Frontier, to indicate which vertices should be com-
puted during the iteration. Pullmodel schedules on the desti-
nation vertex. The core operations for each vertex have two
types:Gather andUpdate. Gather operation collects informa-
tion from in-coming vertices and their associated edges.
Update operation tries to compute a newvalue of destination
vertex with collected value(s). Note that all (active and inac-
tive) in-coming source vertices will be scanned to gather
their values in each iteration, leading to useless edge process-
ing that does not necessarily contribute to valid vertex
update (as will be discussed in Section 2.2).

2.2 Invalid Updates of Pull Model and Their
Performance Impact: A Motivating Study

Invalid Updates of Pull Model. Invalid update indicates that the
gathered information from a neighboring vertex via in-com-
ing edge does not make a successful update on destination
vertex. In pull scheduling process, for each edge vSrc !
vDst, vSrc attempts to update vDst with the collected infor-
mation, but this operation might not always be successful
unless the given update condition is satisfied.

Fig. 3 depicts an illustrative example of how invalid
updates incur under pull model for Single-source Shortest
Path (SSSP) where update condition is that the cumulative
value is less than the current value of the destination vertex.
For vertex holding distance 9, it has three associated edges.
Pull model will gather the information from these edges,
and further check whether they can update it. For instance,
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the total path via in-coming edge
6! is 10, which is greater

than the original value (9) of destination vertex. In-coming

edge
4! has the similar result. Thus, no valid updates will

be made until the edge
3! is processed.

More serious is that pull model is oblivious to the conver-
gence of a vertex. It has to check its update procedure
repeatedly, even though this vertex has already been con-
verged. These invalid updates have extremely large num-
ber, which can be easily millions or even billions for large
graphs [8], [12]. Also, they may consume a large amount of
computational and bandwidth resources, resulting in the
significant performance degradation [26].

Experimental Demonstration. We conduct a set of experi-
ments to witness the performance impact of invalid updates
on twitter-2010. Fig. 1 illustrates the results. We capture an
execution snapshot of the first 20-time iteration using a
hybrid computationmodel. It shows that pull phase basically
occupies most of execution time. Particularly, pull phase for
all graph algorithms involve a wealth of performance loss
due to invalid updates. Invalid updates cause significant
performance loss for BFS, CC, SSSP, and PageRank-Delta by
71.8, 61.5, 46.3, and 35.7 percent, respectively.

2.3 Overview of Our Approach

The key contribution of this work stems from the following
observation that can greatly contribute to the easy, fast, and
accurate convergence judgment of a vertex.

Observation. For a vertex in vertex-centric program, a
small fraction of critical information out of its visibility
facilitates the convergence judgment of this vertex.

Fig. 2 elaborates this observation via an example. For CC,
all vertices try to replace their labels with a minimal label
from neighbors. Suppose all vertex labels are initialized to
vertex numbered identifier. For vertex 2, only associated
vertex 1 and vertex 4 are visible to it. That is, the rest of
graph structure is out of its visibility.

Let us consider the convergence of vertex 2. Assume
vertex 0 is not associated to vertex 1, vertex 2 will be
clearly converged with label 1 at the first iteration. Suppose
vertex 0 is associated to vertex 1, vertex 2 will be con-
verged with label 0 at the second iteration. In this graph, the
association between vertex 0 and vertex 1 is the key to
determine the convergence of vertex 2. However, this crit-
ical information is beyond the visible scope of vertex 2

when it is active during iteration. We therefore have the
insight of whether and how we can capture these unavailable crit-
ical information in advance to help judge the convergence of a
vertex for filtering its invalid updates.

Unfortunately, it is a well-known hard problem to capture
the critical information of vertex in a complete and accurate
manner due to the complex data dependencies and inter-
twined topology of graphs. In this work, we recognize two
major forms of critical information that can be identified eas-
ily for awide variety of real-world graph algorithms.

Boundary-Cut Judgment. (Section 3) Many graph
algorithms involve a common processing flow that, all
vertices try to search an optimal value until no better
results can be found for program convergence. For exam-
ple, vertices in CC search for a minimal label. These
algorithms aim at finding a boundary that is used for dis-
tinguishing converged vertices from the rest. A simple
example is that in CC all vertices have to be attached to a
vertex with minimal label in that component. Once a ver-
tex finds the minimum label, it is definitely converged.
This motivates us to develop a boundary-cut approach to
judge the vertex convergence by finding such a bounded
threshold for each vertex.

Fig. 3. Invalid updates for SSSP algorithm. The number inside a given
vertex represents the shortest distance from source vertex to this vertex.
The number on each edge indicates the distance from given source ver-
tex to the point-to destination vertex. A valid update means that the
source vertex has successfully updated the destination vertex with a
new value. Otherwise it makes an invalid update.

Fig. 1. Execution time breakdown over iteration. Invalid indicates the wasted time arising from invalid updates. Results for all tested graph algorithms
are conducted based on twitter-2010.

Fig. 2. An illustrative example of CC for elaborating our observation that
a few out-of-visibility critical information is pretty helpful in facilitating the
judgment of vertex convergence.
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Predictive Judgment. (Section 4) For many graph algorithms,
it is observed that their inactive vertices can be already con-
verged with a high possibility if they are not re-activated in
the last few rounds of iterations. For instance, our experi-
ment in Section 4.1 shows that vertex for PageRank-Delta
has over 99.2 percent possibility to be converged once it has
not been activated during last two iterations. According to
the vertex activation history, this also motivates us to
develop a predictive approach to judge the vertex conver-
gence with speculative decision.

We note that both vertex convergence judgment app-
roaches have their respective benefits. No one can have an
absolute win for all graph algorithms. Therefore, a hybrid
solution between boundary-cut and predictive judgment is
potentially beneficial (Section 5).

3 BOUNDARY-CUT JUDGMENT

This section elaborates the boundary-cut judgment, the key
idea behind which lies on finding an appropriate boundary
threshold for every graph algorithm. The vertices that sat-
isfy the threshold condition can be considered converged.
This approach is simple yet effective in quickly judging the
vertex convergence for many graph algorithms.

3.1 Problem Statement

Table 1 depicts the core policies of vertex update for BFS,
CC, and SSSP. All of them follow a relaxation-based fashion
in the sense that vertices hold an upper bound value and
will replace it once it gets a better one, with the monotoni-
cally-changing feature for vertex update. For this type of
graph algorithms, when a vertex can be updated, at least
two cases have to be considered:

Case 1. Suppose two vertices are connected directly. We
define the condition when vertex u can update v as Cd

Cdðu; vÞ ¼ ððu; vÞ 2 EÞ ^ ðupdateðu; vÞ ¼ validÞ: (1)

Cd describes the requirement of u updating v by follow-
ing two conditions: 1) u and v are associated, and 2) v can
gather a better value from u (as depicted in Table 1).

Case 2. Suppose vertex u and v are not connected directly
in graph. We define the condition when u can update v as
Cc. Assume there are a finite set of vertices ci 2 V where
i ¼ f0; 1; . . . ; kg

Ccðu; vÞ ¼ Cdðu; c0Þ ^ Cdðc0; c1Þ ^ � � � ^ Cdðck; vÞ: (2)

Cc implies u can update v via a chain of valid Cd conditions.
u first updates its neighbors that then update their neigh-
bors, and repeat this procedure until v can be reached.

Note that the sufficient condition for a vertex v being con-
verged is that no vertices u can be found to meet the

condition Cc. Our goal is to find those converged vertices as
will be discussed in Section 3.2.

3.2 Calculating Boundary Threshold

By above Equation (2), all vertices that are not converged
can be defined as follow:

S ¼ fvjv 2 V;9u 2 Frontier; Ccðu; vÞ ¼ TRUEg: (3)

Equation (3) indicates all vertices that should be computed
in the next iterations. All these vertices must be updated
through a path from current set of vertices in Frontier. How-
ever, in practice it is hard to check whether a vertex is con-
verged since it is non-trivial to check the existence of these
paths, which is closely related to the graph topology.

We present a relaxed version that is insensitive to
the graph topology. For facilitating the description, we
define the relationship that the value of vertex u can induce
the successful update of vertex v as valueðvÞ � valueðuÞ.
The main idea of relaxed solution is to simply use the mon-
otonic features of vertex values without traversing the
dependency relationship of graph topology. For example, in
CC only those vertices with smaller labels have potential to
update the oneswith bigger labels, but not the converse. This
inherent relationship � is insensitive to the graph topology,
and deduces a relaxed definition of Equation (3) as follow:

S0 ¼ fvjv 2 V; 9u 2 Frontier; valueðvÞ � valueðuÞg: (4)

Note that � has a transitive relation. This property allows
to check only once with optimal value in Frontier to update
the concerned vertices, regardless of whether concerned
vertices can be updated by the one(s) in Frontier. As a
result, the next key question is to find an appropriate thres
that can isolate the potential vertices as follow:

thres ¼ fvalueðuÞju 2 Frontier;

8v 2 Frontier; valueðvÞ � valueðuÞg: (5)

On the contrary, vertices that its value will never be suc-
cessfully updated can be defined as below:

S0 ¼ fvjv 2 V; valueðvÞ � thresg: (6)

Equation (6) can be used to separate all vertices into a
definitely converged set and potentially unconverged set.
Table 2 shows the threshold and convergence condition of
BFS, CC, and SSSP, all of which basically have the similar
threshold calculation. Note that the threshold computed
from Table 2 is optimal (rather than set empirically) in each
iteration, because a larger threshold may occur the incorrect

TABLE 1
Update Policies for Several Common Graph Algorithms

update(u, v)

BFS value[v] = MIN{value[u]+1, value[v]}
CC value[v] = MIN{value[u], value[v]}
SSSP value[v] = MIN{value[u]+weight(u, v), value[v]}

TABLE 2
Threshold and Convergence Condition for

Different Graph Algorithms

Threshold Condition

BFS MIN{value
[u�ju 2 Frontier}

value[v] <¼ thres + 1

CC MIN{value
[u�ju 2 Frontier}

value[v] <¼ thres

SSSP MIN{value
[u�ju 2 Frontier}

value[v] <¼ thres +Weightmin
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results while a smaller threshold can not ensure the maxi-
mum degree of invalid updates being exploited. By con-
trast, our threshold used can promise both.

It is easy to understand that threshold-based method can
offer the benefits for real-world graph applications. BFS has
the unique feature of traversing vertices level by level, and
only needs to find one in-coming edge associated with a
vertex in frontier, which is easy. SSSP is relatively harder
since value updated depends on the propagation path.
However, our threshold can still work effectively and effi-
ciently by finding a shortest path to satisfy the convergence
condition as shown in Table 2.

Boundary-cut method can filter invalid processing for:
1) not only all edges of a vertex that has been already con-
verged, and 2) but also the remaining edges of a vertex that
is being processed to be converged. Case 1) is easy to under-
stand. Case 2) is similar to break-early functionality in BFS
where the vertex convergence can be easily judged by
whether this vertex have been traversed [8], [12]. In the
high-level design, the threshold used in our boundary-cut
method also splits the vertices into the converged (i.e., vis-
ited) vertices and unconverged (i.e., unvisited) ones. The
break-early functionality (useful for BFS only) can be under-
stood as a special version of our boundary-cut method,
which can be useful for not only BFS but also many other
graph algorithms such as CC and SSSP.

3.3 Case Study: Connected Component

Algorithm 1 shows the modified CC by enabling boundary-
cut judgment with the following differences compared to
the plain CC. Before each iteration, a threshold label will be
computed through FrontierScan (Lines 5-9), which aims to
gather the minimal label from Frontier. We parallelize the
gather procedure with parallel reduction. Once Threslabel is
obtained, vertex program can judge the vertex convergence
based on the comparison result of vertex label on ThresLabel
via Converged (Line 2). Once a vertex has converged, its
rest edges can be omitted as well.

Compared with the plain workflow of CC, the refined
one only modifies to add a threshold label computation
phase, which is easy to parallelize with sequential mem-
ory accesses. The threshold label for CC can be effec-
tively used to filter converged vertices, because largest
connected component often contains most vertices and
edges [27]. All the vertices with the minimal label can
be judged as converged, significantly reducing the total
number of invalid updates.

Algorithm 1. CC with Boundary-Cut Judgment

1 Procedure Converged(ID, ThresLabel)
2 return ID.Label � ThresLabel
3
4 Procedure FrontierScan(Frontier)
5 ThresLabel þ1
6 /*Find minimal Label in Frontier*/
7 for v 2 Frontier do
8 ThresLabel Min(v.Label, ThresLabel)
9 return ThresLabel
10
11 Procedure Compute(G)
12 Frontier V
13 V.Label {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , n-1} /*Label initialization*/
14 while Frontier 6¼ ; do
15 if j Frontier.V j + jFrontier.Ej > CriticalPoint then
16 ThresLabel FrontierScan(Frontier)
17 Pull_Model(G, Frontier, Threslabel)
18 else
19 Push_Model(G, Frontier)

4 PREDICTIVE JUDGMENT

In this section, we present an alternative approach to specu-
latively predict the convergence of vertex according to a his-
tory of update information.

4.1 Empirical Rule

We define Mg to represent the longest number of consecu-
tive invalid vertex updates for a vertex during pull iteration.
For example, Mg ¼ 2 indicates that vertex has suffered two
consecutive invalid updates before it is converged. Note
that a number of vertices in SSSP may be never updated
since they are isolated from the source vertex. We hence
assign their Mg with NoTIN. For each vertex, we observe
that its convergence obeys the following rule:

F ðkÞ ¼ PfMg <¼ kg; (7)

which indicates the convergence possibility of a vertex if
it has consecutively suffered from invalid updates in the
last k iterations. Fig. 4 shows the convergence possibility
over Mg. All results are obtained from an offline trace
analysis. We can find that vertices in a variety of graph
algorithms have a very high (> 95:3%) possibility of
convergence once they have not been reactivated in the
last two iterations.

4.2 Rule-Guided Speculation

Guided by the aforementioned rule, following branch pre-
diction ideology [28], we propose a Finite State Machine
(FSM) to schedule the vertex convergence by following
Mg ¼ 2. Fig. 5 shows the state transition diagram of FSM,
which has six states below.

� Initial: This state indicates that the vertex is either ini-
tialized, or have suffered a valid update.

� Pending: This state indicates that the vertex has an
invalid update from the Initial state. It will turn
into Sleep state immediately if it has an invalid

Fig. 4. Convergence possibility over Mg for different graph algorithms.
NOTINmeans vertex will not be processed during the whole processing.
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update once more. Otherwise, it will return back to
Initial.

� Sleep-0: This state indicates that the vertex has at least
two invalid updates. Vertices at the Sleep-0 state
will not be scheduled in the next iteration.

� Sleep-1: This state is automatically transferred from
Sleep-0 through one iteration. Vertices at the
Sleep-1 state will not be scheduled in the next
iteration.

� Recheck: This state is automatically transferred from
Sleep-1 through one iteration. Vertices will be
scheduled to recheck if they have been converged.
Recheck state is designed for reducing negative
effect of false prediction.

� Sleep-n: This state is transferred from Recheck with
an invalid attempt. Vertices will not be scheduled,
and turn into Sleep-0 in the next iteration.

The FSM works as follows. All vertices are first labeled
with Initial state, which will be changed based on the
state transition diagram. All vertices with Sleep-prefixed
states will not be scheduled. A vertex can trap into the
Sleep-prefixed state with the premise that Mg consecutive
invalid updates must suffer. Pending state is the very
intermediate state to represent this. Therefore, if more con-
secutive invalid updates with larger Mg involved, extra
pending state in FSM needs to be added between Initial

state and Sleep state.

4.3 Handling False Speculation

For the correctness, we next discuss how we can justify the
false speculation, which has two basic cases: 1) A few con-
verged vertices are falsely judged as unconverged; 2) A few
unconverged vertices are falsely judged as converged. Con-
sider that the first case does not affect the final result. We
focus on addressing the second case.

In practice, for these false unconverged vertices, we con-
servatively invoke one extra all-pull iteration before the nor-
mal model switching. Specifically, when the number of
active vertices and edges is less than the critical point for
model switch, we will restore an all-pull model to identify
those mis-predicted vertices. All active vertices can be then
held in Frontier to advance push execution. We note that the
graph algorithms that involve no more than two pull itera-
tions do not need to invoke one all-pull iteration.

Correctness Semantics. We informally show that our pre-
dictive judgment can behave as an asynchronous schedul-
ing. In asynchronous scheduling model, active vertices will
be held in a set and scheduled independently. As widely-
studied in prior studies [22], [29], [30], it is proved that a
wide variety of graph analytics applications can be ensured

to be converged as long as all of its required vertices can
been processed, no matter when and how they are sched-
uled during the whole graph processing. In our predictive
judgment, all mis-predicted vertices will be definitely
scheduled in the all-pull iteration in a way that the mis-pre-
diction just defers the schedule order of these vertices. In
this sense, our predictive judgment can be understood as a
certain form of asynchronous model, which has been
already proved to ensure the correctness of graph analytics
applications with vertex-level consistency [22], [29], [30].

Algorithm 2. SSSP with Predictive Judgment

1 Procedure Converged(ID, Std)
2 flag Whether vertex ID is scheduled based on Std
3 return flag
4
5 Procedure FrontierScan(G, Frontier, Std)
6 /* shift state according to the update result */
7 for v 2 V do
8 if v 2 Frontier then
9 v.State Std.Initial
10 else
11 v.State Next status in Std
15
13 Procedure Compute(G)
14 Std Input state transition diagram
15 V: Distance {+1, +1; . . . ;þ1}
16 V: State {I, I, ..., I} /* State initialization */
17 vSrc.Distance 0
18 Frontier += vSrc
19 while Frontier 6¼ ; do
20 if jFrontier.V j + jFrontier.Ej > CriticalPoint then
21 Pull_Model(G, Std, Frontier)
22 FrontierScan(G, Frontier)
23 else
24 if Last more than two iterations are in predictive

mode then
25 /* All pull to re-identify active vertices */
26 AllPull_Model(G, Frontier)
27 else
28 Push_Model(G,Frontier)

4.4 Case Study: Single-Source Shortest Path

Algorithm 2 describes the modified SSSP by enabling predic-
tive judgment. We define a structure Std for state transition
diagram (Line 14). In the beginning, all vertices will be set to
Initial state (Line 16). In each iteration, FrontierScan will
be invoked to evaluate whether and how to shift the state
according to the state transition diagram (Lines 7-11). Verti-
ces with Sleep-prefixed states will not be scheduled (Lines
2-3). For the correctness, an all-pull iteration will be restored
to find active vertices (Line 24).

Compared with the plain SSSP, the refined one modifies
to add a status structure for each vertex and perform the
scheduling according to a history of information in the last
few iterations. All memory accesses in FrontierScan are
sequential. For each vertex, we only need 3 bits (to represent
six states), which are pretty lightweight in contrast to the
whole graph storage. We particularly note that our FSM
with Mg ¼ 2 can be also extended to represent different
graph algorithms with differentMg.

Fig. 5. Finite state machine withMg ¼ 2.
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5 PUT IT ALL TOGETHER

Table 3 shows the details of our invalid filtration approaches
and their applicability scope. It can be seen that boundary-cut
approach works for graph algorithms where iterative values
of vertices are monotonically changing such that a threshold
can be obtained tomake a clear distinction. In contrast, predic-
tive approach has the requirement that vertex convergence is
predictable in accordancewith their update histories.

Hybrid Judgment.Note that many graph algorithms are not
only monotonic but also predictable. We present a hybrid
solution to combine both boundary-cut and predictive
approaches for taking their respective advantages. Towards a
hybrid design, we have two conditions of judging the conver-
gence towards a vertex. Both conditions have their appropri-
ate timing for convergence judgment on an applicable vertex.
No one can be always better for all vertices.

Actually, both conditions can co-judge the vertex conver-
gence without applicability conflicts in practice. We propose
a cost-efficient hybrid method to apply two conditions inde-
pendently. In this case, a vertex can be aggressively consid-
ered converged once it satisfies either of these two
conditions. Specifically, we simply use an OR operation in
the judgment condition in Converged function. This condi-
tion is relatively relaxed, and hence, more converged verti-
ces will benefit from it. In hybrid method, predictive
judgment gets involved from the 3rd iteration (since Mg ¼ 2
in this paper). In other word, no misjudgment occurs in the
first two pull iterations, enabling that those vertices judged
as converged by boundary-cut method can be no longer
processed in the all-pull iteration, further reducing a wealth
of vertex rescheduling overhead in the all-pull iteration.

Discussion. We note that there still involve a very few
graph algorithms that fit into neither of our approaches. For
instance, PageRank needs to update all vertices in all itera-
tions without involving invalid updates. Triangle Counting
(TC) can be finished within only one iteration [9]. Despite
these, the practicability of our work is still not limited since
little runtime overhead is involved in our designs, as will be
discussed in Section 6.5.

6 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness
of our work for a wide variety of widely-used graph algo-
rithms on both real-world and synthetic graph datasets.

6.1 Experimental Setup

We have integrated our approaches into three state-of-art
hybrid graph processing frameworks, including Ligra [9],

Gemini [23], and Polymer [10]. We change nothing for graph
preprocessing, and use the build-in setting of each graph
system for their pull-push mode switching by default. The
statistical processing time in our tests only embraces the
execution time. Note that we use the state transition diagram
(as described in Fig. 5) for our predictive judgment.

Graph Algorithms. We benchmark a wide variety of well-
known graph algorithms as shown in Table 3, covering dif-
ferent categories and complexities:

� Connected Components (CC), aiming at finding a maxi-
mal number of subgraphs where any two vertices
can be connected via a chain of paths.

� Single-source Shortest Path (SSSP), aiming at finding a
path of a given vertex to every vertex such that the
sum of the weights of their constituent edges is
minimized.

� PageRank-Delta (PR-D), aiming at getting the relative
importance of factors named PR value in the given
graph.

� Maximal Independent Set (MIS), aiming at finding a
maximal set of independent vertices from a given
graph.

� Graph Coloring (GC), aiming at coloring the graph
with a least number of colors while ensuring that no
two adjacent vertices are of the same color.

� Breath-First Search (BFS), aiming at traversing the
graph hop by hop to search the depth to all vertices
from a root.

Note that Gemini does not provide PR-D, MIS, and GC.
Ligra and Polymer do not provide GC. We implement the
GC with the greedy algorithm [16]. We also complement to
implement other absent graph algorithms for each system.

Graph Datasets. We benchmark all graph algorithms with
a variety of graph collections, including: 1) six real-world
graphs (coming from Stanford Large Network Dataset Col-
lection1 and Laboratory for Web Algorithmics2), and 2) two
synthetic graphs (generated by the RMAT tool [31]). Table 4
depicts the details of graph datasets.

Platform. All experiments for are performed on a machine
equipped with 2�Intel 14-core Xeon E5-2680 v4@2.40 GHz,
256 GB main memory, and 1 TB hard disk. We also deploy a

TABLE 3
Characteristics of Different Filtration Approaches

Approach Algorithm Features Typical Algorithms

Boundary-cut monotonic BFS, CC, SSSP,
Reachability

Predictive predictable BFS, CC, SSSP,
PR-D, MIS, GC

Hybrid monotonic & predictable BFS, CC, SSSP
N/A always-active, non-recursive PageRank, TC

TABLE 4
Graph Datasets

Dataset jV j jEj Avg. Degree

enwiki-2013 4.2M 101.4M 24.1
soc-Livejournal 4.8M 69.0M 14.2
road 23.9M 58.3M 2.4
webbase 118.1M 1019.9M 8.6
twitter 61.6M 1468.4M 23.8
friendster 124.8M 1806.1M 14.5
rmat27 134.2M 2147.4M 16
rmat28 268.4M 4294.9M 16
rmat24-E(k)* 16.8M 224 � k k

�We make k = 8� i (where 0 < i < 9) to generate graphs with different
average degrees.

1. http://snap.stanford.edu/data
2. http://law.di.unimi.it/datasets.php
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distributed setting on a 4-node cluster. Each node is con-
nected via a 1 Gb Ethernet. All graph algorithms are run-
ning with 28 threads on each machine.

6.2 Overall Performance

We evaluate the overall performance for three state-of-the-
art graph systems with or without Boundary-cut (-B), Pre-
dictive (-P) judgment, and Hybrid approach -H, respec-
tively. For BFS, we consider our approaches against a
standard implementation and break-early-enabled imple-
mentation (i.e., -O). Table 5 shows the results.

Boundary-Cut Judgment. (abbr. -B) For CC, Ligra with
boundary-cut judgment (i.e., Ligra-B) can provide 475.3 per-
cent performance improvement at most over Ligra. Gemini-
B is 337.6 percent faster than Gemini, and Polymer-B is
282.3 percent faster than Polymer. On average, boundary-
cut judgment can provide BFS, CC, and SSSP for Ligra by
179.8, 163.8, and 23.6 percent performance improvement,
Gemini by 173.1, 127.0, and 27.8 percent, and Ploymer by
183.8, 136.9, and 20.2 percent, respectively. Note that SSSP
has relatively lower benefits than BFS and CC because more
invalid updates are involved in BFS and CC over SSSP (as
has been witnessed in Fig. 1). On average, Boundary-cut
judgment can provide 115.1 percent performance improve-
ment on all datasets. Results also show that sparse graphs
such as webbase and road graphs (with small average
degree) have relatively-small benefits from boundary-cut
on BFS and CC due to small number of invalid updates.
This fact is also witnessed in Section 6.7. Note that bound-
ary-cut judgment can not be integrated with PageRank-
Delta, MIS, and GC because they do not meet the monotoni-
cally-changing property.

Predictive Judgment. (abbr. -P) In comparison to the bound-
ary-cut approach, predictive approach can handle more
graph algorithms such as PageRank-Delta, MIS, and GC.
Overall, Ligra-P outperforms Ligra for SSSP, PR-D, MIS, and
GC by 39.8, 37.5, 37.6, and 36.2 percent on overage, respec-
tively. Gemini-P has 43.7, 39.6, 40.1, and 40.7 percent perfor-
mance improvement on average over Gemini. Polymer-P is
32.0, 37.9, 34.9, and 37.0 percent improvement over Polymer,
respectively. On average, predictive judgment can provide
38.1 percent improvement on all datasets. Note that the bene-
fits of BFS and CC using predictive judgment can be limited,
since BFS andCC are often converged in a very few rounds of
iterationswithout sufficient history for prediction.

Hybrid Approach. Results show that boundary-cut and
predictive approaches have their respective benefits. No
one can have an absolute win. We also find that boundary-
cut judgment prefers fast-converged application such as CC
while predictive approach prefers relative long-iteration
such as SSSP for capturing sufficient history information.
Hybrid approach is more efficient than both boundary-cut
judgment and predictive judgment for most cases.

For CC and SSSP, it can be seen that the hybrid approach is
more efficient than both boundary-cut and predictive
approaches. To be specific, for CC, hybrid approach outper-
forms boundary-cut and predictive approaches by up to 80.5
and 502.6 percent performance improvement. On average,
hybrid judgment can provide 136.6 percent performance
improvement compared with the baseline version. For BFS,
hybridmethod has the almost same result with boundary-cut
method. This is because that BFS has only two pull-based iter-
ationswith no need of predictivemethod.

Note that our boundary-cut approach and hybrid
approach can provide the almost same benefit that break-

TABLE 5
Execution Time (in Seconds) of Ligra, Gemini, Polymer with or

without Using Boundary-Cut (-B), Predictive (-P),
and Hybrid (-H) Judgment
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early-enabled optimization (-O) can offer for BFS. As we
discussed in Section 3.2, the traditional break-early func-
tionality (useful for BFS only) can be understood as a special
version of the boundary-cut judgment approach. Note that
the vertices in BFS are traversed only once, which tends to
cause a very few dense iterations (which are often no more
than two). Therefore, we can see that the predictive judg-
ment is of no use (since Mg ¼ 2), further leading that hybrid
approach is degraded into a boundary-cut method.

6.3 Compared with Specialized Optimizations

Compared to the plain design, many graph algorithms have
also specialized optimizations for performance enhance-
ment. For example, disjoint-set CC [14] presents efficient
data structure called disjoint-set to efficiently merge vertices
in the same components within only one iteration. ~-step-
ping SSSP [32] prioritizes to schedule the activated vertices
that hold shorter path for fast convergence. We also com-
pare our design to these specialized designs.

Table 6 depicts the results. It can be seen that our hybrid
judgment can provide better results over the specialized
designs in most cases. To be specific, compared to the stan-
dard version of CC, disjoint-set CC is faster by -7.3%	64.7%
performance improvement while our hybrid solution can
provide 81.2%	517.3% performance improvement. In con-
trast to the plain SSSP, ~-stepping SSSP have the perfor-
mance benefits by -10.3%	33.8% while our hybrid approach
can have 47.4%	82.1% performance improvement.

Note that road with the mesh topology has an exception,
for which both CC and SSSP involve over hundreds of itera-
tions with considerable synchronization overhead that the
specialized optimizations can handle [15].

6.4 Benefit Details

We investigate the benefit details of boundary-cut and pre-
dictive approaches by investigating Ligra.

Boundary-Cut Judgment. Fig. 6 shows the number of opera-
tions on the active vertices and their associated edges over
iteration. The ideal number is obtained by an offline trace
analysis. Compared to the plain Ligra, Ligra-B can signifi-
cantly reduce the total number of operations by 57.3 percent
(for BFS), 55.8 percent (for CC), and 21.9 percent (for SSSP). In
particular, for CC, Ligra-B can offer the almost same results
as the ideal case. SSSP has the deviation in a few iterations in
contrast to ideal case for Ligra-B, because many converged
vertices with longer distance than the threshold are ignored.

Fig. 7 breaks down the benefits from enabled break-early
for other graph algorithms. We can see that enabled break-
early of boundary-cut approach can further improve the
performance of CC and SSSP by 2.34X and 1.13X at most,
respectively. Few performance benefits are obtained for road
since it involves no pull iteration for optimizations in SSSP.

Predictive Judgment. Fig. 6 depicts the number of opera-
tions for Ligra-P, which has significant difference from idea
case for CC since it involves a very few (no more four) itera-
tions for the history collection. In this case, vertices are hard
to turn into the sleep status. In contrast, SSSP, PageRank-
Delta, MIS, and GC with relatively-long iteration have bet-
ter effects after their 3rd iteration with 36.3, 38.4, 27.7, and
31.5 percent operation reduction, respectively.

Fig. 8 shows that the mis-prediction occurs at a very low
frequency by 1.2, 3.8, 0.9, 2.7, and 3.3 percent for CC, SSSP,
PR-D, MIS, and GC, respectively. All-pull iteration does
three-category jobs: 1) valid updates on active vertices that
should be originally processed in the same iteration; 2) valid
updates on the previously mis-predicted vertices; and 3)
invalid updates. The first two jobs are normal working
flows while only the last is the extra wasted work. Fig. 8 fur-
ther shows that the runtime overhead of this wasted work is
reasonably small, with 8.7, 5.2, 3.2, 7.3, and 4.7 percent for
CC, SSSP, PR-D, MIS, and GC. In particular, BFS involves
only two pull iterations, and hence, it has no mis-prediction
rate and mis-prediction overhead.

TABLE 6
Execution Time for Hybrid Approach versus

Specialized Optimizations

CC (seconds) SSSP (seconds)

Algorithms plain disjoint-set Hybrid plain ~-stepping Hybrid

soc 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.26 0.29 0.17

enwiki 0.12 0.13 0.04 0.28 0.27 0.19

road 20.91 0.57 11.6 12.13 0.60 12.13

webbase 2.85 1.73 1.21 3.26 2.54 1.88

twitter 2.53 1.60 0.41 4.17 3.12 2.29
friendster 5.22 3.61 2.88 14.57 13.57 8.29

rmat-27 7.99 5.15 2.55 25.13 22.38 14.67

rmat-28 11.89 8.32 3.75 63.72 54.62 38.76

Fig. 6. Total number of operations on vertices and its associated in-coming edges over iteration for our approaches against Ligra and ideal situation.

Fig. 7. Performance benefits from enabled break early optimization for
CC and SSSP. Results are normalized to Ligra with its plain version.
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Hybrid Judgment. Fig. 6 also shows the number of opera-
tions for Ligra-H, which can reduce more invalid operations
against Ligra-B and Ligra-P with 57.4 percent, 41.7 percent
operation reduction for CC and SSSP, respectively. Hybrid
solution can use alternative (boundary-cut) approach to fil-
ter many vertices in its first few iterations without process-
ing all vertices before it formally enters into sparse stage.
This is also the very reason why hybrid solution has the
best fitting results against ideal case for both CC and SSSP.

6.5 Runtime Overhead

We also investigate the runtime overhead of our approaches.
Table 7 illustrates the execution time results for CC and SSSP.
Overall, both Ligra-B, Ligra-P and Ligra-H has incurred a
negligible part of runtime overhead against execution time.
To be specific, Ligra-B, Ligra-P, Ligra-H take 6.5, 4.7, and 9.2
percent overhead atmost respectively. On average, they takes
only 2.1, 2.5, and 3.9 percent overhead. In particular, for the
large graph such as twitter-2010, SSSP has the total execution
time by 4.17 seconds while the extra overhead for vertex con-
vergence judgment only take 0.073 seconds, which can be
considered negligible in practice.

Reasons are easy to understand. The extra overhead for
boundary-cut judgment lies in reducing the minimal label in
the Frontier vertices, while that for predictive judgment is to
scan the vertices and shift the states of FSM. Operations
responsible for these part of overhead has: 1) not only few
numbers compared to all operations in each iteration, and
2) but also sequential memory accesses compared to the ran-
dom accesses of original graph iterations.

6.6 Distributed Deployment

We also characterizee the performance of our approaches in a
distributed four-node cluster. In the distributed settings,

Gemini adopts a signal-slot abstraction to extend the push-
pull mode. However, both signal and slot operations may be
unnecessary for the invalid updates, which lead to both use-
less computation and prohibitive network communication.
Interestingly, our approaches are efficient in improving the
distributed communication overhead significantly by using
the local vertex information only without remotely accessing
the neighbors information. Thus, as shown in Fig. 9, we can
see that up to 126.3 percent (CC on twitter), 53 percent (SSSP
on rmat28), and 132.4 percent (CC on twitter) speedup can be
achieved for Gemini-B, Gemini-P, and Gemini-H, respec-
tively, with 51.2, 24.7, and 72.4 percent benefit on average.

6.7 Sensitivity Study

We also characterize the performance variation of our
approaches with different degrees and weights.

Average Degrees. Fig. 10 illustrates the comparative results.
Overall, Ligra-H has the best effect. To be specific, for CC,
Ligra-B and Ligra-H shows better efficiency against Ligra
and Ligra-P as the average edges are changing. This is
because more edges and vertices for CC enable that many
edges can be skipped. For SSSP, all of them have the similar
sensitivity. They have the increasing execution time nearly
linear to graph size since the computation complexity is line-
arly related to the total number of edges.

Edge Weights. Table 8 depicts the results for SSSP. Overall,
Ligra-B is efficient in handling the graphs with small edge
weights. For example, it can achieve 448 percent performance
improvement formaximum edgeweightwith 1. The underly-
ing cause is that smaller edge weight means that vertices are
easier to get converged and further skipped. Conversely,
Ligra-P is efficient in handling the graphs with large edge
weights. The reason is that vertices with larger edge weight
need more iterations for the potential vertex convergence.
Ligra-H outperforms both in most cases, but the benefits also

Fig. 8. Mis-prediction ratio (among all vertex convergence checkings)
and runtime overhead ratio (relative to the overall execution time) in the
all-pull iteration on twitter graph.

TABLE 7
Overhead of Our Approaches

CC (seconds) SSSP (seconds)

Ligra OHD-B OHD-P OHD-H Ligra OHD-B OHD-P OHD-H

soc 0.08 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.26 0.003 0.004 0.006

enwiki 0.12 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.28 0.002 0.005 0.006

road 20.91 1.363 0.841 1.942 12.13 - - -

webbase 2.85 0.027 0.043 0.053 3.26 0.061 0.068 0.091

twitter 2.53 0.014 0.037 0.047 4.17 0.043 0.044 0.073

friendster 5.22 0.036 0.067 0.092 14.57 0.113 0.146 0.217

rmat-27 7.99 0.073 0.083 0.132 25.13 0.163 0.217 0.325

rmat-28 11.89 0.113 0.142 0.217 63.72 0.314 0.453 0.637

OHD Represents the Extra Overhead of Convergence Judgment. ”-” Indicates
That SSSP Does Not Trap Into Pull Model With No Invalid Operation Over-
head Involved Thereby.

Fig. 9. Performance normalization on a 4-node cluster.

Fig. 10. Performance characterization of our approaches on RMAT24
with varying average degrees from 8 to 64.
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degrade as the maximum weight is increasing because less
edges can be filtered.

6.8 Discussion on Generalizability

Our predictive and boundary-cut methods have the gener-
alizability in the real world. 1) Predictive judgment: As dis-
cussed, predictive judgment can be understood as a special
form of asynchronous execution, which has been widely-
used to drive the graph processing correctly. Thus, predic-
tive judgment can extensively handle a wide variety of real-
world graph algorithms that can be scheduled asynchro-
nously. 2) Boundary-cut judgment: Although we only show
the monotonicity of BFS, CC, and SSSP in this paper, all of
them are the common graph applications that can be inte-
grated as a core component for many complex graph appli-
cations. For example, as a basic traversal procedure, BFS
can be used to represent many other graph traversal algo-
rithms, such as Betweenness Centrality and Closeness Cen-
trality [12]. Also, CC is a subroutine for many graph mining
algorithms such as graph clustering [30]. Further, SSSP is
widely used for the path navigation and social network
analysis. We believe that these derivative algorithms can
cover a broad category of important graph applications.

7 RELATED WORK

Graph Processing with Hybrid Push-Pull Model. Hybrid model
is often efficient to handle natural graphs [12], [33]. Ligra [9]
presents a hybrid push-pull representation to improve the
performance of general graph algorithms. Polymer [10]
extends push-pull model with NUMA-aware optimization.
Gemini [23] deploys the push-pull model in the distributed
environment by using a signal-slot abstraction. These earlier
studies deploy push-pull model in different situations, but
their efficiency still suffers due to invalid operations, which
are exactly addressed in this work.

Pull-Extended Optimizations. Pure pull conservatively scat-
ters all the information from its neighboring vertices, leading
to potentially unnecessary computations [9], [10], [23], [26].
Garaph [11] presents a notify-pull model to label all vertices
connected to the frontier vertices. Only those labeled (rather
than all) vertices can be scheduled. Notify-pull is efficient for
the casewhere the scale of active vertices is small. Also, verti-
ces with notify-pull is still needed to be scheduled even if it
has been converged. Grazelle [34] parallelizes the edge
scheduling of each vertex via a scheduler-aware interface to
reduce the global synchronization overhead. Our work can
be cooperatively-combined with these progressive efforts to
make pull efficient in a new level.

Redundant Computation Reduction. There are also many
attempts to reduce the redundant computation [35], [36].
Beamer et al. [8] propose an improved BFS with break-early
optimization. A few studies prioritize to schedule certain ver-
tices or edges to reduce computations, such as delta-stepping
SSSP [32], [37]. Much effort has also been put into scheduling
graph partitions based on graph components [35] or graph
abstraction [38] to improve the efficiency of information prop-
agation. Compared to these algorithm-by-algorithm special-
ized algorithms, we can not only reduce the redundant
updates but also preserve the general applicability for more
graph algorithms.

8 CONCLUSION

Existing graph-parallel processing systems essentially rely
on pull computation model to expose high parallelism. This
paper focuses on addressing the invalid updates of pull
model for further performance enhancement. We have the
insight that the invalid updates can be easily identified by
additionally using a fraction of critical information. We
therefore present two novel filtration approaches, bound-
ary-cut and predictive judgments to exploit these critical
information. We also combine these two judgments together
to further reduce invalid updates. Our experimental results
on a wide variety of graph algorithms show that boundary-
cut, predictive, and hybrid judgment can improve the per-
formance by 115.1, 38.1, and 136.6 percent on average.
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